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The Virtual Class Assembly of VI C on the topic “How to Identify Linguistic Intelligence Among
Students – Word Smart” was held on 26th October 2021.The programme commenced with the Gayatri
Mantra followed by welcome declamation.
The Assembly portrayed various strategies to identify the Linguistic Intelligence among students.


Schmooze on Linguistic Intelligence -It delineated on how to identify linguistic intelligence
among students through their avocation, interests and aptitude.



Rendition of Poem –The student recited the poem written by her on linguistic intelligence. The
distinctiveness of the poem is that the alphabet at the beginning of each phrase in the poem makes
“YOU ARE LINGUIST”.



Knowledge on Language- Students exhibited their linguistic talents by speaking in different
languages like Arabic, Spanish, German, Chinese, French, Konkani and the other students
identified the languages. The interest of the students in learning new non-Indian languages which
is not their mother tongue as their leisure time hobby was fascinating. This programme also
makes us aware about how the school inculcates students to know and learn Konkani through
events like Bhasha Sangam.



Talk Show- Students elaborated on the prominent personalities of India with linguistic
intelligence, their literary works and the awards received for their contributions in literature.
It was presented through power point presentation.



Conundrum–A program on asking riddles based on words in English drew the attention of all the
students and the response was overwhelming.



Anecdote– A story narration with illustrations based on the story and the portrait of our beloved
Principal Ma’am, drawn by the students was truly appreciable.

These programmes amplified how such activities can acuminate a student’s linguistic intelligence and
hone the skills of the DAVites. Conclusively, Principal Ma’am gave her feedback on the programme and
commended the students for their exquisite performance and for exhibiting their profound technical
skills.
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